


A Message from Illinois Attorney General
Lisa Madigan

As the holiday season draws near, I am pleased to present my third annual

Safe Shopping Guide: Home Safe Home.  This Guide contains information on

every children's product recalled in 2009.  

During this time period, 144 children's products were recalled, totaling

more than 21.3 million units. This Guide provides a photograph and short description of

each of these products.  It is my hope that you will use this Guide to ensure that the pur-

chases you make and the gifts you receive this year are safe.

Children's products, however, are not the only items recalled. Each year, millions of com-

mon consumer products are recalled. To highlight this important fact, this year's Guide

includes a short section highlighting 10 categories of dangerous, recalled products that were

not intended for children. These products, ranging from small appliances to clothing to

SCUBA equipment, were found to pose a serious risk of injury. 

Finally, I also have included information on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) from

Sudden Infant Death Services of Illinois, Inc.  According to this organization, SIDS is

defined as "a sudden, unexpected death of an apparently healthy infant under one year of

age."  Although great advances have been made in reducing the risk of SIDS deaths, SIDS

still claims the lives of 2,100 infants each year. Although SIDS is not preventable, this

Guide contains safe sleeping tips that will provide you with some simple precautionary

measures you can take to help reduce its risk. 

As we endeavor to ensure the safety of our families by increasing our awareness of product

recalls, I am pleased to report that the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is

continuing its work to implement the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008.

This Federal law provides consumers with a wide range of new protections by requiring

long-sought product safeguards. Among other things, the law creates strict standards for

lead and phthalates in children's products; mandates that manufacturers test all their prod-

ucts before they are released into the market to ensure that they are safe; and requires the

CPSC to update or create new standards for durable infant and toddler products such as

cribs, high chairs, play yards, strollers, bassinets and cradles. The law also increases penal-

ties for non-compliance and creates a public database on the safety of consumer products. 

I hope that you find this Guide useful as you purchase and receive children's gifts over the

next few months.  If you have any questions or concerns about a recall, please call the

Attorney General's Product Recall Hotline at 1-888-414-7678 (TTY: 1-800-964-3013).

I wish you and your family a safe and joyous holiday season.

Lisa Madigan

Attorney General
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1. Sign Up For Safety! You can sign up for e-mail notifi-

cation of all recalled products at www.recalls.gov.

2. Check All Recalled Products, Anytime. Visit the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission's Web site for a 

complete list of recalled products at www.cpsc.gov.

3. Have Questions? Noticed a recalled product being 
sold in stores or on the secondhand market? Call 

the Attorney General's Product Recall Hotline at 

1-888-414-7678 (TTY: 1-800-964-3013) or e-mail us at 

recalls@atg.state.il.us if you have questions or see a 

recalled product for sale.

Do You Want More Information
on These Important Recalls?



1

"High Speed" Pull Back Toy Cars
Recalled on January 13, 2009.

The surface paint on the toy cars contains

high amounts of lead. The toy cars were sold

at small retail stores in Houston and Hidalgo,

Texas, from June 2008 through July 2008.

Toys
The following is a list of toy recalls issued between 

January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.

Rolling Toy Xylophones Recalled on
January 14, 2009.

The pegs on the xylophone can break, posing

a choking hazard to children.  The xylo-

phones were sold through Land of Nod cata-

logs, online at www.landofnod.com and at

Land of Nod retail stores nationwide from

October 2007 through March 2008.

Children's Sunglasses Recalled on
January 15, 2009.

The surface paint on the recalled sunglasses

contains high amounts of lead. The sunglass-

es were sold at party stores, discount dollar

stores and hardware stores nationwide from

May 2007 through August 2008.



Lip Gloss Key Chains Recalled on 
January 27, 2009.

The metal clasp attached to the key chain con-

tains high amounts of lead.  The key chains

were sold at Rite Aid, Kmart, Fred Meyer and

Walmart stores nationwide during October 2008.

2

Infantino Lion and Lamb Grabby Rattles Recalled on January 15, 2009.

The tail-piece on the rattles can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The

rattles were sold at Walmart, Babies "R" Us and other specialty stores nationwide from May

2007 through September 2008.

High School Musical Manicure Kits
Recalled on January 27, 2009.

The lettering "HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL"

with glitter on the pouch for the manicure kit

contains high amounts of lead. The manicure

kits were sold through LTD Commodities and

ABC Distributing catalogs and online at

www.lakeside.com from September 2008

through November 2008.
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Spa Factory Aromatherapy Fountain and Bath Benefits Kits Recalled on 
January 29, 2009.

Pressure from the buildup of carbon dioxide in the jars of Bath Bombs/Balls or Bath Fizzies

can cause the caps of the jars to blow off, posing explosion and projectile hazards.  The

mixtures can contain citric acid, which can get into the eyes during the explosion, posing a

risk of eye irritation.  The importer, JAKKS Pacific, Inc., received 88 reports of exploding

jars, including reports of 13 injuries such as eye and face injuries.  The kits were sold at

Sam's Club, Walmart, Target and toy stores nationwide from August 2008 through January

2009.

Builder Construction Play Sets Recalled on
January 29, 2009.

The surface paint on the play sets contains high

amounts of lead.  The play sets were sold at home

centers, hardware stores and farm stores nationwide

from October 2008 through December 2008.



4

Golfer's Billiard Games Recalled On February 10, 2009.

The surface paint on the golf balls contains high amounts of lead.  The Acuity model was

sold at Dick's Sporting Goods stores nationwide from October 2008 through December

2008.  The Clubhouse model was sold at Golf Galaxy stores nationwide and online at

www.golfgalaxy.com from May 2008 through December 2008.

Playhouse Disney "Handy Manny" Toy Tool Sets Recalled on February 12, 2009.

The tools contain eyes that can separate, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The

tools were sold at The Disney Store nationwide from October 2007 through January 2009.



5

Old Navy Stuffed Animal and
Creature Toys Recalled on 
February 19, 2009.

The stuffed toys have two button eyes that

could detach from the toy, posing a chok-

ing hazard to young children.  The toys

were sold at Old Navy stores and online at

www.oldnavy.com from July 2008 through

February 2009.

Evenflo Activity Centers Recalled on February 17, 2009.

When used as an activity table, the cap on one end of the product can loosen and fall off,

posing a fall hazard to a young child holding on to it.  Evenflo received 11 reports of dis-

lodged end caps that resulted in nine minor injuries, including bumps and bruises. Evenflo

also received a report of a dislodged end cap that resulted in a child suffering a broken col-

larbone in Canada. The activity centers were sold at juvenile product and mass merchan-

dise stores nationwide, including Toys "R" Us and Burlington Baby Depot, from October

2006 through February 2009.



6

Fishing Games, Rattles, Pull-A-Long Cars, Mini Pull Back Cars, and Cartoon
Bubble Guns Recalled on February 25, 2009.

The fishing games, baby rattles and pull-a-long cars contain small parts, which can detach

and pose a choking hazard to children. The mini pull back cars and bubble guns have sur-

face paints which contain high amounts of lead.  The toys were sold at dollar stores and toy

stores nationwide from July 2007 through December 2008.



7

Infantino Infant Toys Recalled on March 11, 2009.

The infant toys have blue metallic fabric that can detach from the toy, posing a choking

hazard to young children.  The toys were sold at Babies "R" Us, Target, Walmart, Meijer

and other specialty stores from June 2007 through February 2009.

Shakespeare Casting Game and Fishing Kits Recalled on 
March 12, 2009.

The surface coating on the label on the fishing rod contains high amounts

of lead.  The fishing rods were sold by specialty fishing retailers nation-

wide from November 2008 through January 2009.
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Montessori N' Such Containers Used in Instructional Kits Recalled on 
March 18, 2009.

Surface paints on the products contain high amounts of lead.  The containers were sold by

Montessori N' Such through its catalog and online to schools and individuals nationwide

from July 2006 through January 2009.

State Farm Good Neigh Bears Recalled on 
March 17, 2009.

The eyes on the bears can come off, posing a choking

hazard to young children.  About 800,000 bears were

given away free through State Farm agents and at State

Farm sponsored events from September 2005 through

March 2007.
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930,000 Solar System Kits and DNA Kits Recalled on March 18, 2009.

The surface coating on the educational kits' wires contains high amounts of lead.  The kits

were sold at Walmart, Michaels, Jo-Ann Stores, Hobby Lobby and other retailers nation-

wide from January 2003 through February 2009.
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Aviva Leaps and Bounds Folding Trampolines with Safety Pad and Aviva Pirate
Jump 'N Play Trampolines Recalled on March 24, 2009.

The metal support legs of the trampoline can bend or break, and the bungee cords that

secure the mat to the frame of the trampoline can fray or break, posing a fall hazard to the

user.  Aviva Sports has received 24 reports of the legs on the frame of the trampoline bend-

ing or breaking. Aviva also received three reports of injuries including one adult who

injured his hand while assembling the product; one child who chipped a tooth after falling

off the product; and one child who cut his leg on the product. The trampolines were sold

by sports equipment e-retailers and catalog companies, Chelsea & Scott online, and the

"Leaps and Bounds" catalog from September 2006 through January 2009.
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Children's Fishing Poles Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The paint on the reels of these fishing poles contains high amounts of lead. The fishing

poles were sold at discount department and sporting goods stores nationwide from August

2007 through December 2008.
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What's Inside? Soft Toy Boxes Recalled on April 1, 2009.

The head of the stuffed butterfly toy can detach from the body, posing a choking hazard to

children.  The toys were sold in Lakeshore Learning Materials stores nationwide and in

Toys To Grow On catalogs from September 2008 through February 2009.

Spektrum DX6i Radio Transmitters Recalled on 
April 2, 2009.

The defective radio transmitters can cause the model airplanes

and helicopters they control to fall from the sky while in flight

and crash into bystanders or property.  The propellers can also

spin unexpectedly, injuring a person standing too close or

working on the aircraft.  Both problems pose impact and lacer-

ation hazards to consumers and a risk of damage to property.

The transmitters were sold at independently owned model

and hobby shops from July 2008 through January 2009. 
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Dinosaur Play Sets Recalled on April 29, 2009.

The surface paint on the monkey figure contains high amounts of lead.  The sets were sold

at DND Trading stores in Los Angeles throughout December 2008.

Shape-O Toy Maracas Recalled on April 16, 2009.

The maracas can break and expose small parts, posing a choking hazard to young children.

In addition, the handle poses a suffocation hazard to young children.  The maracas were

sold in Tupperware's Holiday 2007 and Spring 2008 product catalogs from September 2007

through April 2008.
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Build-A-Bear Folding Toy Beach Chair for Stuffed Animals Recalled on 
May 14, 2009.

The legs of the toy chair can bruise, pinch or cut fingers if caught while folding. The com-

pany received reports of 8 injuries. The toy chairs were sold at Build-A-Bear Workshop

stores nationwide and online at www.buildabear.com from March 2001 through October

2008.
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Big Lizard Body Boards Recalled on June 18, 2009.

The green surface coating of the screened logo "Big Lizard" on the underside of the body

board contains high amounts of lead.  The boards were sold at Beachwear Outlet, Bargain

Beachwear, Beach Village Inc., FJ Health & Beauty, Mor USA Inc., Shipwreck-Ocean

Jewels, Walmart and Wilcor International Inc. from January 2009 through May 2009.

Orangatang Skateboard Wheels Recalled on June 23, 2009.

The wheel's core can shear and blow out causing the wheel to separate from the skate-

board truck's axle and bearings.  The skateboard wheels were sold at authorized Loaded

Boards/Orangatang Wheels dealers nationwide from March 2009 through April 2009.
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4 Million Aqua-Leisure Inflatable Baby Floats Recalled on July 2, 2009.

The leg straps in the seat of the float can tear, causing children to unexpectedly fall into or

under the water, posing a risk of drowning. The floats were sold at juvenile product and

mass merchandise retailers nationwide, including Target, Toys "R" Us, Walmart, Dollar

General, Kmart, Walgreens, Ace Hardware, and Bed, Bath & Beyond from December 2002

through June 2009.  
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American Greeting Corp. Sport
Balls Party Favors Recalled on
July 9, 2009.

The surface coating on the basket-

ball contains high amounts of lead.

The party favors were sold by vari-

ous retailers in the United States

and Canada from August 2004

through April 2009.

Evenflo Switch-A-Roo
Telephone Toys Recalled on
July 16, 2009.

A mirror decal attached to the toy

can peel away, posing a potential

choking hazard.  The toys were

sold at juvenile product stores

nationwide, including Toys "R" Us.
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LEGO Systems Power Functions IR
Remote Controls Recalled on 
July 21, 2009.

The batteries in the remote controls can

overheat, posing a burn hazard to con-

sumers.  The remote controls were sold

through LEGO catalogs and online at

www.LEGO.com from April 2009 through

May 2009.

Leap Frog "My Pal Scout" Electronic
Plush Toy Dogs Recalled on 
July 23, 2009.

The decals on the paws of the plush toy can

be removed and ingested by a child, posing

a choking hazard.  The toys were sold at

Toys "R" Us stores nationwide, and online at

www.toysrus.com, www.leapfrog.com and

other retail Web sites from May 2009

through June 2009.

Weight Watchers Plush Hungry Figures and
Magnets Recalled on August 20, 2009.

Sewing needles have been found in the stuffing of

the Hungry Figures, posing a puncture hazard to 

consumers. The items were sold exclusively by

Weight Watchers from April 2009 through July 2009. 
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Wii 4-Dock Battery Recharge Stations Recalled on August 11, 2009.

The battery pack can overheat, posing a burn or fire hazard to the consumer.  The

Psyclone Essentials brand was sold at Target, Toys "R" Us, and online at www.amazon.com

nationwide.  The React brand was sold at Best Buy stores nationwide. Both were sold from

January 2008 through July 2009. 
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1.6 Million Little Tikes Children's Toy Workshop Sets and Trucks Recalled on
August 13, 2009.

The workshop sets and trucks have oversized, plastic toy nails that can pose a choking haz-

ard to young children. Workshop sets and truck product names include Electronic Project

Workshop, Little HandiWorker Workhorse, Home Improvements 2-Sided Workshop,

Swirlin' Sawdust Workshop, and Black Pick-up Truck with Tools. The products were sold

online at www.littletikes.com and by mass merchandise retailers nationwide, including

Toys "R" Us, from March 1994 through June 2009. 
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Eebee's "Have a Ball" Adventures Cloth Books Recalled on August 20, 2009.

A string attaching a ball to the book can become entangled in the basketball hoop element,

posing a strangulation hazard to young children. The books were sold at book and toy

stores nationwide and online from June 2008 through June 2009.

Action Figure Toys Recalled on August 27, 2009.

The action figure toys contain high amounts of lead. The toys were sold at Dollar Stores in

Washington and Oregon from September 2007 through July 2009. 
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Children's Animal Masks and Pendants
Recalled on September 8, 2009.

The children's animal masks and pendants

contain high amounts of lead. The products

were sold at gift shop and modeling stores

nationwide, and at the Team Work Trading

store, from November 2008 through March

2009. 
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Daiso Toys, Purses and Pen Cases Recalled on October 6, 2009.

The surface paint on the balancing toys and zippers of the purses and pen cases contains

high amounts of lead. The inflatable baseball bat toys contain excessive levels of DEHP, a

toxic chemical. The items were sold in Daiso stores in California from March 2008 through

May 2009. 
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Daiso Wooden Toys Recalled on October 6, 2009.

The toys have small parts that can break and detach, posing a choking hazard to young

children.  The items were sold in Daiso stores in California from December 2008 through

May 2009.
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Halloween Flashlights Sold at Target Recalled on October 28, 2009.

The Halloween-themed flashlights can overheat and melt, posing a burn hazard. The flash-

lights were sold exclusively at Target stores nationwide from August 2009 through

September 2009. 

Young Artist Easels Recalled on November 5, 2009.

The chalkboard surface coating contains high amounts of lead. The chalkboards were sold

at art supply stores nationwide and online from July 2004 through June 2009.
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Snap Beads Recalled on December 8, 2009.

The tip of the snap bead may break off under

repetitive pressure, posing a choking hazard to

young children.  The toy was sold at various retail

stores and online from July 2009 through

September 2009.

Evenflo Cake Toy on Children's Activity Center Recalled on December 8, 2009.

The candle flame attached to the top of the cake toy on the Evenflo "ExerSaucer 1-2-3 Tea

for Me" Activity Learning Center can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.

The toys were sold at Toys "R" Us and juvenile product stores nationwide from December

2007 through March 2009.
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Children's Plush Books Recalled on 
December 9, 2009.

The Simon and Schuster "Monday the Bullfrog"

plush books have a plastic eye on the frog that can

detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.

The books were sold at bookstores and retailers

nationwide and online from January 2006 through

November 2009.

Super Rigs Play Set Recalled on December 10, 2009.

The surface coating on the toy truck contains high amounts of lead.  The toy was sold in

discount stores in the southeast from September 2009 through November 2009.

Toy Dart Gun Recalled on December 17, 2009.

The "Action Team" toy dart gun set imported by

OKK Trading was recalled because the soft and pli-

able plastic dart can become lodged in a child's

throat and block their ability to breathe.  The
CPSC and OKK are aware of one report of the
November 2007 death of an 8-year-old boy
when he swallowed the dart and asphyxiated.
The dart gun was sold at discount department
stores nationwide from December 2006 through
March 2008.
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Wooden Skill Ball Toys Recalled on December 30, 2009.

The surface paint on the ball contains high amounts of lead.  The toy was

sold online at Kendamaspot's Web site, and at cultural festivals in Washington

State, from July 2008 through April 2009.
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Jesus Fish Beads Recalled on January 27, 2009.

The surface paint on the green fish contains high amounts of lead.  The beads were sold

online at the Discount School Supply's Web site at www.discountschoolsupply.com from

August 2006 through December 2008.

Jewelry
The following is a list of jewelry recalls issued between 

January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.
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Skull-And-Crossbones Necklaces Recalled on January 29, 2009.

The skull and metal clasp on the necklace contain high amounts of lead.  The necklaces

were sold at Spirit Halloween and Spencer Gift stores nationwide from November 2006 to

December 2008.
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Abalone and Venetian Carnevale Necklace Craft Kits Recalled on May 6, 2009.

The lobster clasps in both craft kits contain high amounts of lead. The Abalone Necklace's

pendant also contains high amounts of lead. The necklace kits were sold by various retail-

ers in the U.S. and Canada from June 2007 through April 2009.
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"Chelsea's" Necklace and Bracelet Sets Recalled on June 17, 2009.

Small parts can detach from the necklace and bracelet when the elastic string breaks, pos-

ing a choking hazard to young children.  The sets were sold at retail stores and wholesalers

nationwide from April 1999 through April 2009.
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Children's Metal Pendants Recalled on November 25, 2009.

The pendants contain high amounts of lead.  The jewelry was sold at the Teamwork

Trading Store in Los Angeles, California, and other toy and gift stores nationwide from

November 2008 through March 2009.
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Cribs, Furniture & Baby Gear
The following is a list of cribs, furniture, and baby gear recalls issued between 

January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.

Flashing Pacifiers Recalled on 
January 13, 2009.

The pieces of the pacifier can separate, pos-

ing a choking hazard. The necklaces

attached to the pacifiers pose a strangula-

tion hazard.  The pacifiers were sold at

retail stores in the Los Angeles area from

November 2007 through November 2008.

535,000 Stork Craft Baby Cribs Recalled on January 13, 2009.

All Stork Craft Baby Cribs with a manufacturing date between May 2000 and November

2008 have been recalled.  The manufacturing date is located on the assembly instruction

sheet attached to the mattress support board.  The firm's insignia, "storkcraft baby," is

inscribed on the drop side teething rail of some cribs.  The cribs were recalled because the

metal support brackets used to support the crib mattress and mattress board can crack and

break.  When one or more support brackets break, the mattress can collapse and create a

dangerous gap between the mattress and crib rails.  Children can be trapped in the gap and

suffocate.

If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  Contact Stork Craft at 1-866-361-

3321 or visit www.storkcraft.com to order the free replacement kit that includes new mat-

tress support brackets.  The cribs were sold at major retail stores including J.C. Penney,

Kmart and Walmart stores nationwide and online at www.amazon.com, www.babiesrus.com,

www.costco.com, www.sears.com and www.walmart.com from May 2000 through January

2009 for between $100 and $400.
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Jardine Cribs Recall: issued on June 24, 2008 and expanded on January 6, 2009.

The June 24, 2008 Jardine crib recall has been expanded to include three additional mod-

els.  The following is a list of all crib model numbers that have been recalled.  The model

number is printed on the inside of the bottom rail of the headboard or footboard.  The

wooden crib slats and spindles on these cribs can break, creating a gap, which could pose

an entrapment and strangulation hazard to infants and toddlers.

Model # Description First Sold

BC-23 Drop Side Blue Spindle Crib 8/2004

BC-36B Drop Side Light Blue Spindle Crib 8/2005

BC-36G Drop Side Sage Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-36P Drop Side Pink Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-007 Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 1/2002

BC-010 Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 1/2002

BC-010C Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 11/2003

BC-010HP Windsor Drop Side Oak/Honey Pine Crib 11/2003

BC-010W Hilton Drop Side White Full Panel Crib 7/2002

BC-017 Windsor Drop Side Dark Pine Single Crib 1/2002

BC-107C Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 3/2005

BC-107CR Windsor Cherry Single Sleigh Crib 4/2007

BC-110C Berkley Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110HP Windsor Drop Side Honey Pine/Honey Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110W Berkley Drop Side White Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

DA617BC Wicker 3-in-1 White Crib 1/2002

DA620BC Haven 3-in-1 Oak/Dark Pine Crib 5/2002

DA770BC 4-in-1 White Convertible Crib 1/2004

DV730N Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2003

DV730W White Lifetime Crib 8/2003

DV830-N Natural Lifetime Crib 11/2004

DV830-W White Lifetime Crib 11/2004

0113B00 Drop Side Natural Spindle Crib 7/2006

0113K00 Drop Side Mahogany Spindle Crib 6/2006

0303B00 Berkley Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2005

0303C00 Berkley White Lifetime Crib 8/2005

0303G00 Berkley Cherry Lifetime Crib 5/2005

0309K00 Positano Mahogany Lifetime Crib 4/2006

DA715BC Dark Pine Olympia Lifetime Crib 2/2004 - 1/2007

0108L00 Antique Walnut Capri Single Crib 7/2006 - 11/2007

0308C00 White Capri Lifetime Crib 12/2005 - 11/2007

If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  Contact Jardine at 1-800-646-

4106 or visit www.jardinecribrecall.com to receive a full credit toward the purchase of a new

crib.  The cribs were sold at KidsWorld, Geoffrey stores, Toys "R" Us and Babies "R" Us

stores nationwide and online at www.babiesrus.com from January 2002 through January

2009 for between $150 and $330.  One model, 0309K00 Mahogany Positano Lifetime Crib,

retailed for $450.
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200,000 Fisher-Price Rainforest Portable Play Yards Recalled on January 15, 2009.

Three models of Fisher-Price Rainforest play yards have been recalled.  The model num-

ber is located on a sticker on one of the legs underneath the play yard.  One or more of the

side rails can collapse unexpectedly, posing a fall or entrapment hazard to young children.

There have been at least 1,350 reports of one or more of the rails collapsing.  There have

been 5 reports of serious injuries including a broken nose, a broken wrist, a mild concus-

sion, a cut to the hand that required stitches and a chipped tooth. 

If you have one of these play yards, stop using it immediately.  Contact Fisher-Price at 1-

800-432-5437 or visit www.service.mattel.com to receive a $100 refund.  The play yards

were sold by various retailers and at specialty children's stores nationwide from January

2007 through January 2009 for about $100.

5310 RNF

5310 RNFC

5310 RNFW
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Home Sweet Playhome Canopies Recalled on January 28, 2009.

A child's head could get entrapped in the canopy's window openings, posing entrapment

and strangulation hazards.  The canopies were sold through Land of Nod catalogs, online at

www.landofnod.com and at Land of Nod stores in Illinois and Washington state from

September 2003 through October 2005.
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Dorel Safety 1st SmartLight Stair Gates Recalled on February 4, 2009.

The hinges that hold the stair gate in place can break, posing a fall hazard to children if the

gate is placed at the top of the stairs.  The gates were sold at mass merchandise and juve-

nile product stores nationwide, including Babies "R" Us and Walmart, from January 2005

through December 2007.  Consumers should stop using the recalled gate and contact the

company to obtain a free repair kit.  
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Arch Swing Sets Recalled on February 4, 2009.

The metal around the weld at the top of the swing frame can fail, causing the top bar to

fall, posing a fall and impact hazard to the user or bystanders.  The firm received one report

of a child who suffered a head injury as a result of being struck by the top of the bar on the

swing.  The swings were sold by Playland International dealers nationwide from

September 2001 through May 2006.
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Land of Nod Cottage Bunk Beds Recalled on February 5, 2009.

When screws are missing from the upper bunk's guardrails, the vertical slats on the

guardrails can detach and pose the risk of children falling when getting in or out of the

upper bunk.  The bunk beds were sold through the Land of Nod catalog, online at

www.landofnod.com and at the Land of Nod stores in Illinois and Washington state from

January 2006 through January 2009.

Baby Necessities Pacifiers Recalled on March 24, 2009.

The pacifiers are banned under federal law. They failed federal safety tests when the nip-

ples separated from the base. This poses a choking hazard to young children.  The pacifiers

were sold at dollar and discount stores nationwide from August 2007 through January 2009.
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Fisher-Price 3-in-1 High Chairs Recalled on March 24, 2009.

The seat can fall backwards from the high chair frame if the booster seat release is

unlatched while the child is in the product. Also, the seat back can detach if not fully

snapped in place, posing a fall hazard and a risk of serious injury to young children. The

firm has received one report of a seat back detaching and child falling out, resulting in a

skull fracture. The high chairs were sold at Target stores nationwide from December 2008

through March 2009.
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Evenflo Majestic High Chairs Recall
Expanded on April 2, 2009.

Evenflo has expanded its December 18, 2008

Recall of 95,000 Majestic High Chairs to

include 90,000 additional high chairs.

Plastic caps and metal screws on both sides of

the high chair can loosen and fall out, which

causes the seatback to suddenly fall back or

detach from the high chair.  Children can fall

out or collide with objects and suffer broken bones, abrasions, cuts and bruises.  

For all models covered under both the December 18, 2008 and the April 2, 2009 recall,

Evenflo received 156 reports of seatbacks reclining, falling back and/or detaching unex-

pectedly which resulted in 52 reports of bumps and bruises to the head, 2 reports of broken

bones, and at least 50 reports of other injuries including abrasions, cuts, and bruises.

Evenflo received more than 1145 reports of plastic caps and screws falling out of high

chairs, including 8 reports of caps and screws found in children's hands or mouths that

were removed before choking occurred.  

Included in the December 18, 2008 recall are Evenflo Majestic High Chairs made before

January 23, 2007 that have the following model numbers:  3001395A, 3001583, 3001633A,

3001669, 3001700A, 3001713, 3001713A, 3001730A, 3001732, 3001732A, 3001733, 3001742,

3001742A and 3001756.  

The expanded recall includes Evenflo Majestic High Chairs made between January 23,

2007 and December 31, 2008 that have the following model numbers: 3001395, 3001395A,

3001604, 3001700, 3001713, 3001713A, 3001730A, 3001732, 3001733, 3001742, 3001742A,

3001756, 3001821A, 3001840A, 3001845, 30011848, 3001852, 3001932, 3002719 and

3003845.
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The production date and model number can be found on the white label on the seatback.

The high chairs were sold at juvenile product and mass merchandise stores nationwide,

including Toys "R" Us, Babies "R" Us, Burlington Coat Factory, Shopko, and online at

www.walmart.com, from January 2006 through March 2009 for between $80 and $110.

643,000 Evenflo Envision High Chairs Recalled on
April 2, 2009.

Recline fasteners and metal screws on both sides of the

high chair can loosen and fall out, causing the seatback to

detach or recline unexpectedly. Children can fall back-

wards or fall out of the high chair and suffer bumps and

bruises to the head, abrasions, cuts and bruises. Detached

hardware also poses a choking hazard to children. 

Evenflo has received 320 reports of seatbacks detaching or reclining unexpectedly, result-

ing in 19 reports of bumps and bruises to the head and 35 reports of other injuries includ-

ing abrasions, pinches and bruises.  Evenflo also received 13 reports of recline fasteners and

screws falling out of the high chair, resulting in 1 incident in which the fastener and screws

were found in a child's hand or mouth but were removed before choking occurred.

The recall includes all Evenflo Envision High Chairs.  Both "Evenflo" and "Envision" are

printed on the front of the tray.  

The high chairs were sold at juvenile product and mass merchandise stores nationwide,

including Toys "R" Us, Babies "R" Us, Kmart and Burlington Coat Factory from December

2002 through April 2006 for between $80 and $110.
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SunKids Convertible Cribs
Recalled on April 2, 2009.

The sides of the crib are made of

mesh that expands, creating a gap

between the side and the crib's

mattress if the mattress is not zipped

into place.  If a mattress is added,

the mesh sides can expand to create

a gap between the side and the

added mattress. A young child can

slip into this gap and become

entrapped or suffocate. Also, the

crib's drop side can fail to fully

latch, posing a fall hazard to young

children.  

There have been no injuries reported with this crib.  However the CPSC is aware of the

death of a 5-month-old child in August 2008 involving another company's nearly identical

crib that was subsequently recalled. The child became entrapped between the mattress

and the mesh side and suffocated.  

These cribs were sold at small juvenile product retailers in New York, New Jersey, and

California from January 2007 through October 2008.

Zoo Pacifiers Recalled on April 7, 2009.

The nipples of the pacifiers can separate from the base 

easily, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The

pacifiers were sold at supermarkets and pharmacy stores

nationwide from December 2002 through March 2009.
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Simplicity Travel Tender Play Yards Recalled on April 7, 2009.

One or more rails can collapse unexpectedly, posing a fall or entrapment hazard to young

children.  The CPSC is aware of at least 5 reports of one or more of the rails collapsing.  

The play yards are portable and bear the "Simplicity" logo.  

The play yards were sold at Burlington Coat Factory stores nationwide and online at

www.babiesrus.com, www.target.com and www.kohls.com from March 2005 through

January 2009 for about $100.  Consumers should immediately stop using the play yards and

return them to the place of purchase for a refund or replacement product.
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SportsPlay Playground Equipment Recalled on April 22, 2009.

The paint on the handrails and posts on the playground equipment contains high amounts

of lead. The playground equipment was sold by authorized SportsPlay dealers nationwide

from January 2003 through December 2007.
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Jardine Crib Recall Expanded on April 30, 2009. 

The June 24, 2008 Jardine crib recall that was first expanded on January 6, 2009 has been

expanded a second time to include 7 additional models.  The recall now includes 472,450

cribs.  

The wooden crib slats and spindles on these cribs can break, creating a gap, which could

pose an entrapment and strangulation hazard to infants and toddlers.

The following is a list of all crib model numbers that have been recalled.  The model num-

ber is printed on a label located on the inside of the bottom rail of the headboard or foot-

board.

Model # Description First Sold

BC-23 Drop Side Blue Spindle Crib 8/2004

BC-36B Drop Side Light Blue Spindle Crib 8/2005

BC-36G Drop Side Sage Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-36P Drop Side Pink Spindle Crib 7/2005

BC-007 Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 1/2002

BC-010 Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 1/2002

BC-010C Windsor Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Crib 11/2003

BC-010HP Windsor Drop Side Oak/Honey Pine Crib 11/2003

BC-010W Hilton Drop Side White Full Panel Crib 7/2002

BC-017 Windsor Drop Side Dark Pine Single Crib 1/2002

BC-107C Hilton Drop Side Cherry Single Crib 3/2005

BC-107CR Windsor Cherry Single Sleigh Crib 4/2007

BC-110C Berkley Drop Side Cherry Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110HP Windsor Drop Side Honey Pine/Honey Single Crib 3/2005

BC-110W Berkley Drop Side White Flat Panel Single Crib 3/2005

DA617BC Wicker 3-in-1 White Crib 1/2002

DA620BC Haven 3-in-1 Oak/Dark Pine Crib 5/2002

DA770BC 4-in-1 White Convertible Crib 1/2004

DV730N Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2003

DV730W White Lifetime Crib 8/2003

DV830-N Natural Lifetime Crib 11/2004

DV830-W White Lifetime Crib 11/2004

0113B00 Drop Side Natural Spindle Crib 7/2006

0113K00 Drop Side Mahogany Spindle Crib 6/2006

0303B00 Berkley Natural Lifetime Crib 9/2005

0303C00 Berkley White Lifetime Crib 8/2005

0303G00 Berkley Cherry Lifetime Crib 5/2005

0309K00 Positano Mahogany Lifetime Crib 4/2006

DA715BC Dark Pine Olympia Lifetime Crib 2/2004 - 1/2007

0108L00 Antique Walnut Capri Single Crib 7/2006 - 11/2007

0308C00 White Capri Lifetime Crib 12/2005 - 11/2007

0102B00 Drop Side Natural Olympia Single 9/2005-1/2007
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0102E00 Drop Side Dark Pine Olympia Single 9/2005-1/2008

0302P00 Black Olympia Lifetime 11/2005-5/2008

0302C00 White Olympia Lifetime 6/2006-12/2006

0312D00 Americana Pecan 4-in-1 5/2006-11/2007

0308L00 Antique Walnut Capri 4-in-1 12/2005-11/2007
0108C00 Drop Side White Capri Single 8/2006-11/2007

If you have one of these cribs, stop using it immediately.  Contact Jardine at 1-800-646-

4106 or visit www.jardinecribrecall.com to receive a full credit toward the purchase of a

new crib.  The cribs were sold at KidsWorld, Geoffrey stores, Toy "R" Us, and Babies "R"

Us stores nationwide and online at www.babiesrus.com from January 2002 through April

2009 for between $150 and $330.  One model, 0309K00 Mahogany Positano Lifetime Crib,

retailed for $450.
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Eddie Bauer Soothe & Sway Play Yards Recalled on May 13, 2009.

The play yard's rocking bassinet attachment can tilt even when secured by straps in the

non-rocking mode or can stay tilted without returning to a level sleeping surface while in

the rocking mode, causing an infant to roll to the corner or side of the bassinet. The infant

can then become wedged in the corner or pressed against the side or bottom of the

bassinet, posing a risk of suffocation or positional asphyxiation. Dorel Juvenile Group and

the CPSC have received 10 reports of infants rolling to one side, including 6 infants who

had their faces pressed against the side or the bottom of the bassinet. One child reportedly

was turning purple and was out of breath when discovered.  The play yards were sold at

Target, Sears, and Burlington Coat Factory stores nationwide and online from January 2008

through May 2009 for about $150.
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Gothic Cabinet Craft Bunk Beds Recalled on May 21, 2009.

The bunk beds do not have sufficient headboards, footboards, or guardrails and have gaps

between parts of the upper bunk that could allow a child's body to pass through but not a

child's head. These bunk beds pose a fall, entrapment, and strangulation hazard to chil-

dren and violate the spacing requirements of the federal bunk bed safety standard.  The

bunk beds were sold in retail stores in the New York and New Jersey metropolitan area

from June 2000 through October 2008.

13-foot Square Trampolines Recalled
on May 26, 2009.

The straps supporting the top of the

trampoline's enclosure to the poles can

fail. The enclosure could drop if these

straps break, posing a risk that a user

could fall from the trampoline.  The

trampolines were sold at specialty stores

and major retailers nationwide and

online from January 2007 through

February 2009.
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Step2 Play Up Gym Play Sets Recalled on May 27, 2009.

The triangular hangers that attach the swing's ropes to the upper rail of the play set can

break, posing a fall hazard to children.  The play sets were sold at Toys "R" Us stores

nationwide from January 2009 through April 2009.

Outdoor Playset Gliders Recalled on June 4, 2009.

The retaining rings used to secure the gliders to the playset

can become loose or detached, posing a fall hazard to children.

The playsets were sold by Backyard Buildings and More and

Lowe's stores nationwide and online at www.Costco.com,

www.BettyMills.com, and www.BackyardBuildings.com from

February 2008 through May 2009.
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Bugaboo Bee Strollers Recalled on June 2, 2009.

One or both sides of the brakes can fail, causing a stroller to unexpectedly roll away on an

incline.  The strollers were sold at juvenile product retailers nationwide and online from

August 2007 through April 2009.
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Bonavita "Cabana" Drop Side Cribs Recalled on June 9, 2009.

The wooden crib slats can detach or break, creating a gap that can pose an entrapment and

strangulation hazard to infants and toddlers.  LaJobi has received 10 reports of slats falling

out of rails and 6 reports of slats breaking.  This recall involves Bonavita "Cabana" wooden

drop side cribs with metal mattress supports. The cribs were manufactured from January

2006 through October 2008 and have production dates between 01 JAN 2006 and 31 OCT

2008. The model name, color, product order (PO) number, production date and other crib

identifiers are printed on a label located on the inside bottom rail of the headboard or foot-

board. The cribs were sold at USA Baby, Beautiful Beginnings, Buy Buy Baby and other

specialty stores nationwide from January 2006 through May 2009 for about $450.
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Bonavita "Hudson" and Babi Italia "Pinehurst" Drop Side
Cribs Recalled on June 9, 2009.

The lower spring pins on the footboard and headboard can pop

out of the tracks located on the drop side, causing the drop side

to detach from the crib. When the drop side detaches, it creates

a hazardous gap between the drop side and the crib mattress in

which infants and toddlers can become entrapped and suffocate

or fall from cribs.  LaJobi has received 33 reports of drop side

detachment due to spring pin failure.  In these reports, 2 children became entrapped and 1

child fell from the crib.  The recalled cribs are wood with a metal mattress support and

have drop sides and were sold in a variety of finishes including cherry, espresso, natural,

and white.  Hudson and Pinehurst drop side cribs with production dates from December

2006 through August 2007 are included in the recall.  The recalled cribs have the produc-

tion date, product order (PO) number, item number, and color printed on a label attached

to the footboard or headboard.  Babi Italia Pinehurst drop side cribs were sold exclusively

by Babies "R" Us. Bonavita Hudson drop side cribs were sold at Baby Basics, Beautiful

Beginnings, and Buy Buy Baby stores and other children's product stores nationwide from

December 2006 through December 2007 for about $300.
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400,000 Simplicity Drop Side Cribs Recalled on July 2, 2009.

The crib's plastic hardware can break or deform, causing the drop side to detach. When

the drop side detaches, it creates space between the drop side and the crib mattress.

Infants and toddlers can roll into this space and become entrapped which can lead to suffo-

cation.  CPSC is aware of one death involving an 8-month-old child who became entrapped

and suffocated between the drop side and the crib mattress when a plastic connector on the

drop side broke. CPSC also is aware of an additional 25 incidents involving the drop side

detaching from the crib. The recalled model numbers include but may not be limited to:

8050, 8325, 8620, 8745, 8748, 8755, 8756, 8765, 8778, 8810, and 8994, 8995, 8996.  The

cribs were sold at department stores, children's stores, and mass merchandisers nationwide

from January 2005 through June 2009 from between $150 and $300.

Jaloma Pacifiers Recalled on 
July 7, 2009.

The pacifier mouth guard and the ven-

tilation holes are too small and fail to

meet federal safety standards. The

pacifier could pose a choking and aspi-

ration hazard to young children.  The

pacifiers were sold at retail stores in

New Jersey and New York from

February 2008 through March 2009.
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One Million Kolcraft Play Yards Recalled on July 8, 2009.

The play yard's side rail can fail to latch properly and when a child pushes against the rail

it can unlatch unexpectedly, posing a fall hazard to children.  Kolcraft received 347 reports

of sides of the play yard collapsing unexpectedly, resulting in 21 injuries to young children,

including bumps, scrapes, bruises and one concussion.  The play yards were sold at Babies

"R" Us, Walmart, Kmart, Sears, Target and other stores nationwide and online from January

2000 through January 2009 for between $50 and $160. Consumers should immediately stop

using the play yard and contact Kolcraft for a free repair kit at 1-866-594-4208 or visit the

firm's Web site at www.kolcraft.com.
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Baby Bjorn Bouncer Chairs Recalled on July 28, 2009.

Baby Bjorn Babysitter Balance and Balance Air bouncer chairs have small, sharp metal

objects in the padded area of the bouncer chair which can protrude and pose a laceration

hazard to young children.  The bouncer chairs were sold by baby product retailers and vari-

ous mass merchants nationwide, online and in catalogs from September 2008 through July

2009.
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Little Tikes Clubhouse Swing Set Recalled on July 30, 2009.

The swing set did not come with assembly directions for the swing seat harness.  The

swing seat harness needs to be completed by the consumer.  The swing seats can detach if

the harness is not assembled properly, which could result in falls and injuries during use.

The swing set was sold by various retailers, including Toys "R" Us and Walmart from

October 2008 through March 2009.
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La Siesta Yayita Baby Hammocks Recalled on August 4, 2009.

The hammock can flip over, posing a serious fall hazard and strangulation hazard to infants

who become entrapped in the seat's restraint straps while upside down. The hammocks

were sold by Nova Natural Toys & Crafts online at www.novanatural.com from October

2007 through October 2008. The hammocks were also sold by Kaplan Early Learning

Company in Kaplan's 2005-2007 Infant, Toddlers & Two (ITT) catalog and online at

www.kaplanco.com from July 2005 through August 2008.
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Spalding In-Ground Basketball Hoops Recalled on August 4, 2009.

The bolts in the base can fail, causing the unit to fall. This poses a risk of serious injury to

consumers. The basketball hoops were sold at MC Sports, Academy Sports, Dunham's

Sports and other sporting goods stores nationwide from January 2009 through July 2009.
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Safety 1st SmartLight Stair Gates Recalled on August 6, 2009.

The hinges that hold the stair gate in place can break, posing a fall hazard to children if the

gate is placed at the top of the stairs.  The gates were sold at mass merchandise and juve-

nile product stores nationwide, including Babies "R" Us, Toys "R" Us, Walmart, and online

from January 2005 through July 2009.

Graco Jump 'n Jive Doorway Jumpers Recalled on August 6, 2009.

The doorway jumpers include detachable toys that are attached to the jumper straps with

strips of hook and loop fabric. The strips of fabric are not permanently attached to the toys

and can become detached during use, posing a choking hazard. The jumpers were sold at

Babies "R" Us and other children's specialty retail stores nationwide and online at

www.Amazon.com from April 2009 through July 2009. 
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2009 d'lite ST and Solo ST Child Trailers Recalled August 19, 2009.

The axle assembly's internal sleeve can loosen, causing one wheel to separate from the

trailer. This poses a risk of injury to the child occupant or bike rider. The trailers were sold

by independent bicycle retailers and specialty outdoor retailers nationwide and on various

Web sites from November 2008 through June 2009.

Circo Booster Seats Recalled on 
August 6, 2009.

The booster seat restraint buckle can open unex-

pectedly, allowing a child to fall from the chair

and be injured. The booster seats were sold

exclusively at Target stores nationwide from

December 2008 through June 2009.
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Baby Jogger City Mini Strollers Recalled on August 27, 2009.

The stroller's restraint buckle could break or unlatch allowing the child or infant to fall

out. The strollers were sold at juvenile product stores, mass merchandisers, and department

stores nationwide and on various Web sites, including www.amazon.com from November

2007 through July 2009. 

Big Lots Stores Wooden Bunk Beds
Recalled on September 23, 2009.

The bunk beds' mattress support slats

and side support railings can break, pos-

ing a risk of the bunk bed collapsing

and a fall hazard to consumers. The

bunk beds were sold exclusively at Big

Lots stores nationwide from May 2008

through February 2009. 
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Warning Issued on My Baby Soother Pacifiers on October 26, 2009.

The CPSC issued a warning on "My Baby Soother" pacifiers because the distributor, T &

L Trading Corp., has refused the recall them. The nipples can separate from the base of

the pacifier easily, posing a choking hazard to infants and toddlers. The pacifiers were sold

at grocery stores, delis, and discount stores in Bronx, Brooklyn, Broadway, and Coney

Island of New York from August 2007 through July 2009.
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Adventure Playsets Wooden Play Sets Recalled on November 5, 2009.

The plastic coated lumber on the horizontal ladder (monkey bar/swing beam) can weaken

over time due to rotting of the whitewood, resulting in a fall hazard. The play sets were

sold at Walmart, Toys "R" Us, Academy Sports, Menards, and Mill stores nationwide, and

online at www.walmart.com, www.ToysRUs.com, www.Willygoat.com and through the

Direct Marketing Services Inc. (DMSI) catalog from January 2004 through December 2007. 
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One Million Maclaren Single and Double Strollers Recalled November 9, 2009.

The stroller's hinge mechanism poses a fingertip amputation and laceration hazard to the

child when the consumer is unfolding/opening the stroller.  The CPSC and Maclaren have

received 15 reports of children placing their finger in the stroller's hinge mechanism,

resulting in 12 reports of fingertip amputations. The strollers were sold at Babies "R" Us,

Target and other juvenile product and mass merchandise retailers nationwide from 1999

through November 2009. 

Baby Hammocks Recalled on 
November 18, 2009.

The Yayita Baby Hammock can flip over, pos-

ing a serious fall and strangulation hazard to

infants who become entrapped in the seat's

restraints while upside down.  The hammocks

were sold online at www.threesisterstoys.com

from December 2007 through July 2008.
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641,000 "Bobby Chupete" Pacifiers Recalled on
November 18, 2009.

The mouth guard on the pacifiers is too small, which

poses a choking hazard to infants and toddlers.  The

pacifiers were sold at various retail stores nationwide

from November 2004 through July 2009.
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More than 2.1 Million Stork Craft and Fisher-Price Drop Side Cribs 
Recalled on November 23, 2009.

(Stork Craft label is on the assembly instruction
sheet attached to the mattress support board)

(Fisher Price label is on the assembly instruction sheet
attached to the mattress support board)
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More than 2.1 Million
Stork Craft and Fisher-
Price Drop Side Cribs
Recalled on 
November 23, 2009.

Over 2.1 million Stork Craft

cribs, including 147,000 cribs

with the Fisher-Price logo,

have been recalled because

the drop side is defective.

The defect caused the
deaths of 4 children. The

drop side of the crib can

detach, which creates a space

between the drop side and

the mattress where infants

and toddlers can become

trapped and suffocate.

Detachment results when the

plastic hardware breaks,

deforms, or is missing.

Additionally, the drop side can

be installed upside down,

which can result in broken or

disengaged plastic parts.  

The CPSC, Health Canada

and Stork Craft are aware of

110 incidents of drop-side

detachment. As a result of the

detachment, there have been

4 infant deaths.  In other cases, the drop side detached completely, posing a fall hazard to

children.  There are reports of 20 falls from cribs that resulted in concussions, bumps and

bruises.

The cribs were sold at major retailers including BJ's Wholesale Club, J.C. Penney, Kmart,

Meijer, Sears, USA Baby, and Walmart.  They were also sold online at www.amazon.com,

www.babiesrus.com, www.costco.com, www.target.com, and www.walmart.com.  They were

sold from January 1993 through October 2009.  The manufacturing date can be located on

the assembly instruction sheet attached to the mattress support board.  Consumers who

have these cribs should stop using them immediately and contact Stork Craft at 1-877-274-

0277 to receive a free repair kit that will convert the drop side into a fixed side.      

Stork Craft and Fisher-Price Drop Side Crib Recall Continued
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LaJobi Reannounces 2001 Recall of "Molly" and "Betsy" Cribs on 
December 2, 2009.

LaJobi is reannouncing the 2001 recall of two crib models due to concerns that the cribs are

being sold in secondhand or thrift stores.  The cribs were recalled in 2001 because they

have cut-outs in the end panels that children can get their heads trapped in, which can

result in strangulation.  The CPSC is aware of one death in a "Betsy" crib when a one-year-

old's head and neck became trapped in the cut-out.  The cribs were sold at juvenile spe-

cialty stores nationwide from May 2000 through September 2001.  The cribs have not been

available at retail since 2001.  Consumers who have these cribs should stop using them

immediately and contact LaJobi at 1-800-266-2848 to receive replacement end panels that

eliminate the hazard.
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Amby Baby Motion Beds/Hammocks Recalled
on December 8, 2009.

The side-to-side shifting or tilting of the hammock

can cause the infant to roll and become trapped or

wedged against the hammock's fabric or mattress

pad, resulting in a suffocation hazard.  Amby is

aware of 2 infant suffocation deaths in this product.

The hammocks were sold online at www.ambyba-

by.com and by other Internet retailers from January

2003 through October 2009.  Consumers who have

these hammocks should stop using them immediate-

ly and contact Amby Baby USA at 1-866-544-9721

for a free repair kit.

447,000 Dorel Infant Car Seats/Carriers
Recalled on December 18, 2009.

The recalled car seats were sold under the Safety

1st, Cosco, Eddie Bauer and Disney brand.  When

used as an infant carrier, the child restraint handle to

the seat can loosen and come off, posing a fall haz-

ard to infants.  Dorel received 77 reports of the child

restraint handle fully or partially coming off the car

seat resulting in 3 injuries to infants including

bumps, bruises and a head injury.  The car seats

were sold at department and juvenile product stores

nationwide from January 2008 through December

2009.  Consumers who have this product should not

use the handle of the car seat until the repair kit has

been installed.  Consumers can contact Dorel

Juvenile Group at 1-866-762-3316 for a free repair

kit.
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IKEA Highchairs Recalled on December 22, 2009.

The snap locks on the LEOPARD highchair that are used

to secure the seat to the frame can break and allow the seat

and the child to drop through the frame.  The highchairs

were sold at IKEA stores nationwide from October 2009

through November 2009. 

213,000 Dorel Play Yards Recalled on December 30, 2009.

The "Safety 1st Disney Care Center" play yard and the "Eddie Bauer Complete Care" play

yard have been recalled because the one-piece metal bars supporting the floorboard of the

bassinet attachment can come out of the fabric sleeves and create an uneven sleeping sur-

face that poses a risk of suffocation. The play yards were sold at Babies "R" Us, Kmart,

Sears, Target and Walmart from January 2007 through October 2009.  Consumers who have

the play yards should stop using the bassinet attachment immediately and contact Dorel

Juvenile Group at 1-866-762-2166 for a free repair kit.
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Girl's Blue Denim Passport Jackets
with Drawstrings Recalled on
January 6, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring through

the hood that can pose a strangulation

hazard to children.  The jackets were

sold at T.J. Maxx, J.C. Penney and

Forman Mills stores nationwide from

August 2007 through December 2007.

Clothing
The following is a list of clothing recalls issued between 

January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.

Taggies Sleep'n Play Infant
Garments Recalled on 
January 12, 2009.

The snaps on these garments can

detach, posing a choking hazard to

young children.  The garments were

sold at Babies "R" Us, Buy Buy Baby,

Dillards, Nordstrom and other specialty

stores nationwide and online from

January 2007 through November 2008.
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Tony Hawk Boy's Pajama Sets Recalled on January 22, 2009.

This sleepwear fails to meet the federal children's sleepwear flammability standard, and

poses a risk of burn injury to children.  The pajamas were sold at Kohl's Department

stores nationwide from September 2008 through October 2008.

Harajuku Lovers Hooded Jackets Recalled on February 4, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring through the hood that can pose a strangulation hazard to children.

The jackets were sold at Nordstrom's, Macy's, and other retailers nationwide from August 2008

through January 2009.
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300,000 Hill Sportswear Hooded Drawstring Sweatshirts Recalled on 
February 12, 2009.

The Kid Pullover Hood Sweatshirt and Kid Zipper Sweatshirt with Hood were recalled

because they have a drawstring through the hood that can pose a strangulation hazard to

children.  This sweatshirt caused the death of a 3-year-old boy who was strangled
when the drawstring became stuck on playground set. The Kid Pullover Hood

Sweatshirt has a flat style drawstring at the neck, one middle front pocket, and fleece

inside lining. The top sewn-in label reads "HILL/Made in USA." The Kid Zipper

Sweatshirt with Hood has a rounded style drawstring at the neck, two front pockets, and

fleece lining. The top sewn-in label reads "HILL/Made in USA."  The recalled sweatshirts

were sold at various small retailers in California and Texas from August 1999 through

December 2008.

Havaianas Children's Flip Flops Recalled on March 3, 2009.

The decorative paint on the sole of the flip flops contains high amounts of lead. The flip flops

were sold at department and specialty stores nationwide from November 2006 through February

2009.
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DBX Glide Boys Ice Skates Recalled on March 11, 2009.

Surface paint on the ice skates contains high amounts of lead.  The ice skates were sold at

Dick's Sporting Goods stores nationwide from September 2008 through December 2008.
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Seattle Cotton Works Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on March 12, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The sweatshirts were sold at Kohl's Department stores nationwide from

January 2009 through February 2009.

Golden Grove and Young USA
Children's Hooded Fleece Jackets
Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring through the

hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard to

children.  The jackets were sold at CVS stores

in the greater Los Angeles area from August

2008 through September 2008.
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Nordstrom Girl's Shoes Recalled on March 17, 2009.

Surface paint on the outer sole of these shoes contains high amounts of lead.  The shoes

were sold at Nordstrom stores nationwide from September 2006 through February 2009.

Hooded Fleece Sweatshirts Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children. The sweatshirts were sold at Macy's, Bloomingdales, Zappos, and Jacks Surf

Shop stores nationwide from June 2008 through December 2008.
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O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The sweatshirts were sold at Bloomingdales, Macy's, Boscovs, Chicks

Sporting Goods, Gottschalks, Jacks Surf and Sport, Lesters, and Zappos stores nationwide

from December 2007 through January 2009.
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Metal Mulisha Clothing Hooded Fleece
Sweatshirts Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the

hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard to chil-

dren.  The sweatshirts were sold by numerous

retailers from August 2007 through November 2007.

Rusty North America Hooded Fleece Sweatshirts Recalled on March 25, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The sweatshirts were sold by numerous retailers from August 2008 through

December 2008.

Pumpkin Patch Hooded Girls' Raincoats Recalled
on April 30, 2009.

The raincoats have a drawstring through the hood which

poses a strangulation hazard to children.  The raincoats

were sold at Pumpkin Patch stores nationwide and

online at www.pumpkinpatchusa.com from July 2008

through February 2009.
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CARS Fleece Clog Children's Shoes Recalled on April 9, 2009.

The shoe has four decorative wheels that can detach, posing a choking hazard to young

children.  The shoes were sold exclusively at Walmart stores in the United States and

Canada from September 2008 through March 2009.
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BabyGap Children's Coats Recalled on April 30, 2009.

The coats have toggle fasteners that can break and detach from the coat, posing a choking

hazard to young children.  The coats were sold at BabyGap, GapKids and Gap stores

nationwide and online at www.gap.com from October 2008 through April 2009.
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Erwin Beanie and Poseidon Beanie Children's Knitted Hats Recalled on 
May 5, 2009.

The eyeballs on the Erwin Beanie and the octopus legs on the Poseidon Beanie can come

loose, posing a potential choking hazard.  The hats were sold at specialty sports and ski

shops nationwide from September 2008 through November 2008.
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Children's Hooded Jackets Recalled on May 7, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring through the hood which can pose a strangulation hazard to

children. The jackets were sold at Burlington Coat Factory from September 2006 through

April 2009.
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Cumberland Outfitters Girl's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on May 21, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The sweatshirts were sold at department and apparel retail stores nationwide

from April 2007 through April 2009.
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Children's Loungewear Garments Recalled on June 4, 2009.

The loungewear garments fail to meet children's sleepwear federal flammability standards

which require sleepwear, including loungewear, to be either snug-fitting or flame resistant.

The clothing was sold in Warm Biscuit Bedding catalogs and online from January 2000

through March 2009.

Speedy Children's Hooded Zipper Jackets and Kids Hooded Pullover Jackets
Recalled on June 10, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard to

children.  The jackets were sold at sportswear and clothing retail stores in the Los Angeles

area from December 2004 through December 2008.
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Epic Threads and Greendog Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on June 17, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring sewn at the base of the hood which can pose a strangula-

tion hazard to children.  The sweatshirts were sold at Macy's stores nationwide from July

2008 through March 2009.
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Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts
Recalled on July 9, 2009.  

The hooded sweatshirts have a

drawstring through the hood

which can pose a strangulation

hazard to children.  The sweat-

shirts were sold at Macy's

department stores in southern

California from December 2008

through April 2009.

Hooded Jackets Recalled on 
July 16, 2009.

The jackets have a drawstring around the

waist which can pose an entrapment hazard to

children.  The jackets were sold at Meijers

Stores nationwide in July 2008.
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Hard Tail Girl's Hooded Jackets and Pullover Sweatshirts Recalled on 
July 9, 2009.

The jackets and pullovers have a drawstring through the hood or waist which can pose a

strangulation hazard to children.  The jackets were sold at Nordstrom's, Gingerbread Kids,

Beautiful Kids, Tabeez, EZ Fashion, Village Kids, In Motion, Pitti Bimi, Red Apple and

Kidding Around stores nationwide from July 2007 through September 2008.
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Youth Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on July 15, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The sweatshirts were sold at retail stores in Los Angeles, California and Las

Vegas, Nevada from November 2008 through December 2008.

Buster Brown Clog Children's Shoes Recalled on
July 21, 2009.

The shoe has decorative wheels that can detach, posing a

choking hazard to young children.  The shoes were sold

at major retailers nationwide, including Bealls', Famous

Footwear, J.C. Penney, Meijer, Rack Room, Sears, Shoe

Show, Target, and Wal-Mart from August 2007 through

June 2009.
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Quicksilver Girls' Hoodies with
Waist Drawstrings Recalled 
August 27, 2009.

Roxy Girl "Very Nice" cotton hoodie

sweatshirts have a waist drawstring

that could pose an entrapment hazard

to children. The hoodies were sold at

Nordstrom, Macy's, Quicksilver

Stores and various surf, sport, and

other retailers nationwide from April

2009 through August 2009. 

Boys Hooded Sweatshirts and Warm Up Sets Recalled on July 30, 2009.

The sweatshirts and jackets to the warm up sets have a drawstring through the hoods,

which can pose a strangulation hazard to children.  The items were sold at Burlington Coat

Factory from September 2008 through June 2009.
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O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on September 8, 2009.

The fleece sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation

hazard. The sweatshirts were sold at Ron Jon's Surf Shop, Dillards and McCaulous stores

nationwide from June 2009 through August 2009. 
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Clarks Children's Shoes Recalled on
September 17, 2009.

The molded rubber pieces on the sole of the

recalled shoes can detach, posing a choking

hazard to infants and young children.  The

shoes were sold at Clarks retail stores nation-

wide from February 2009 through July 2009. 
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Youth Hooded Sweatshirts and Jackets Recalled
on November 18, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood,

which can pose a strangulation hazard to children.

The items were sold at retail and gift stores in New

England, and two stores each in Seattle, Washington,

and Alaska from September 2005 through September

2009.

Boy's Velour Warm-up Sets Recalled on 
November 24, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood,

which can pose a strangulation hazard to children.

The items were sold at Burlington Coat Factory

stores nationwide from September 2007 through

October 2009.

Girl's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on
November 25, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood,

which can pose a strangulation hazard to children.

The items were sold at Burlington Coat Factory

stores nationwide from October 2008 through July

2009.
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Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on December 3, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The items were sold at Sunsations stores in Virginia Beach, Virginia; Ocean

City, Maryland; and North Carolina from April 2006 through July 2009.

"Hello Kitty" Zip Up Hoodie Sweatshirts
Recalled on December 3, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood,

which can pose a strangulation hazard to children.

The items were sold at Macy's and Dillard's

department stores nationwide from November 2008

through December 2008.

Little Miss Matched Girls Pajama Sets Recalled on December 10, 2009.

The sleepwear fails to meet the federal children's sleepwear flammability standards, pos-

ing a risk of burn injury to children.  The items were sold at various retailers nationwide

from March 2008 through July 2009.
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Timberland Classic Scuffproof Children's
Boots Recalled on December 16, 2009.

The logo stamped onto the boot's insoles contains

high levels of lead.  The boots were sold at shoe

stores and specialty retailers nationwide from June

2009 through October 2009.

Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled on December 17, 2009.

The sweatshirts have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard

to children.  The items were sold at Burlington Coat Factory stores nationwide from

September 2006 through October 2009.
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Fushin Youth Model ATVs Recalled on May 13, 2009.

The ATVs lack front brakes, a tire pressure gauge, and padding to cover the sharp edges on

the handlebar assembly, which could pose a risk of injury to young riders. The ATVs were

sold at Fushin dealerships and online nationwide from October 2005 through May 2006.

ATVs
The following is a list of ATV and bicycle recalls issued between 

January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.
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FACTS ON SIDS
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome is the sudden, unexpected death of an apparently healthy

infant under one year of age.  SIDS is a diagnosis of exclusion when an infant death

remains unexplained after the performance of a complete postmortem investigation,

including an autopsy, an examination of the scene of death and a review of the medical his-

tory.  

Despite declining rates of SIDS, it remains the leading cause of death for infants one

month to one year of age, claiming the lives of more than 2,100 babies each year.

•   While SIDS occurs in all socio-economic, racial and ethnic groups, African American and 

Native American babies are 2 to 3 times more likely to die of SIDS than Caucasian 

babies.

•   Most SIDS deaths occur when a baby is between 2 and 4 months old; 90 percent of all 

SIDS deaths occur before 6 months of age.

•   Most babies that die of SIDS appear to be healthy prior to death.

•   60 percent of SIDS victims are male; 40 percent are female.

•   Currently, there is no known way to prevent SIDS deaths in all cases.  There are pre-

cautions that caregivers can take to prevent the risk of sudden infant death.  Please 

follow the "Safe Sleeping Tips" on the next page.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SIDS
SIDS of Illinois, Inc.

710 E. Ogden Ave. Suite 550

Naperville, IL  60563

1-800-432-7437 (toll-free) 

1-630-305-7300

www.sidsillinois.org
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SAFE SLEEPING TIPS

• The best place for a baby to sleep is alone in an approved crib or portable play yard.  

It is important that a baby not share a bed with another adult or child because of the 

risk of accidental suffocation. 

• All infants should sleep on a firm, flat mattress covered only by a tight fitting sheet.  

Babies should never sleep on surfaces not specifically meant for infant sleep.  In the 

United States, adult mattresses were never intended for a sleeping infant.  Newer mat-

tresses have pillow toppers that are much too soft for a baby who may not be able to 

turn their head from side to side in order to take a breath of fresh air.  Babies have 

suf focated from sleeping on sofas, pull out couches, chairs, waterbeds, beanbags, 

sheepskins, a sagging mattress or a mattress that does not fit snuggly against the head

board or footboard of a crib.  It is also important that mattresses never be covered with 

thin plastic covering.  

• Stuffed animals, pillows, bumper pads or other soft fluffy items do not belong in a 

baby's sleep area.  

• Always place a baby on their back for sleep.  In Illinois, SIDS deaths have decreased 

nearly 68% since we began the "Back to Sleep" national campaign.  Infants should 

always be placed on their back for both nap time and nighttime sleep.

• A baby should sleep in a smoke free room.  This includes not sleeping in a room where 

others smoke as well as not bed sharing with an adult who is a smoker.  Smoking has 

repeatedly been linked to SIDS, especially when bed sharing occurs between a baby 

and a smoker.  Pregnant women should not smoke, as this increases the chances of a 

SIDS death.

• Be careful not to overdress or overheat a baby. Infants that are overheated are more vul-

nerable and at an increased risk for SIDS.  Dress a baby in as many layers of clothing as

the caregiver wears.  Do not use a thick blanket or quilt to cover the baby.  Instead, use 

a wearable sleep sack.  A baby's face should never be covered during sleep because it 

could pose a suffocation risk.

• Don't forget about Tummy Time when an infant is awake and supervised.  Back to 

Sleep - Tummy to Play!
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Children's products are not the only items that are recalled.  Each year, millions of con-

sumer goods are recalled by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) because

they are defective and pose a risk of injury to consumers.  To avoid using dangerous prod-

ucts, consumers should sign up to receive CPSC e-mail notification of recalled products.  

Here are examples of some of the other categories of products recalled in 2009.

1.  HOME APPLIANCES

Every year, the CPSC recalls dangerous home appliances.  On March 10, 2009, Maytag

recalled more than 1.6 million refrigerators because an electrical failure can cause overheat-

ing and pose a serious fire hazard. Consumers should regularly check the CPSC Web site to

determine if their refrigerator, oven, stove, range, dishwasher, washing machine or

microwave oven has been recalled.

2.  COFFEE AND TEA MAKERS

In 2009, more than 1.4 million coffee and tea makers were recalled.  The defective prod-

ucts overheat, melt, or unexpectedly expel hot water, posing burn and scalding risks to con-

sumers.  Consumers should check the CPSC Web site to determine if they own a recalled

coffee or tea maker.

3.  CLOTHING

This year 300,000 Blair chenille robes were recalled after 9 people were killed and others

were seriously burned when the robes caught fire.  Most of the individuals were cooking

when the robes caught fire.  Most of the victims were in their 70s and 80s.

4. WINDOW BLINDS AND SHADES

In 2009, an unprecedented more than 11 million window blinds and shades were recalled

because the cords pose a strangulation hazard to children.  Three children have died after

strangling on blinds recalled this year, and others have been seriously injured in near-stran-

gulation incidents.  Consumers are encouraged to check the cords on blinds and shades

often, and confirm that they have not been recalled by checking the CPSC Web site.

Other Dangerous & 
Recalled Products in 2009
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5.  ADULT ATVs, RIDING MOWERS, SNOWMOBILES, AND OTHER OFF
ROAD VEHICLES

Users of these items should continually check the CPSC Web site for recalls.  For example,

on March 31, 2009, Yamaha recalled 120,000 off road vehicles after drivers and passengers

in the vehicles were killed or injured when the vehicles unexpectedly rolled over.

6.  BICYCLES

In 2009, 118,125 individual bicycles were recalled because of defects that can cause the

rider to lose control of the bicycle and crash.  Consumers should check the CPSC Web site

for bicycle recalls.  

7.  HOME ENTERTAINMENT

In 2009, 5.7 million Durabrand DVD players sold at Walmart were recalled because the cir-

cuit board can overheat, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.

8.  CONSUMER TOOLS

Consumers who use tools such as circular saws, table saws, band saws, or nail guns should

check the CPSC Web site for recalls.  Often the injuries associated with these products are

laceration or burns from fire hazards.

9.  HOME EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

Home exercise equipment, such as bicycle trainers and elliptical machines, are often sub-

ject to recalls.  On March 3, 2009, Bowflex recalled 78,000 home gyms because the seat can

fail if it is not properly secured, posing a fall hazard to consumers.  Consumers should

check the CPSC Web site for home exercise equipment recalls.

10.  SCUBA DIVING EQUIPMENT

There have been more than 87,000 individual units of diving equipment recalled.  On

October 14, 2009, SI Tech recalled 65,000 air hoses because the air flow can be restricted.

The defect resulted in the death of one diver in California.
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Resource Guide

For more information on dangerous children's products, please consult the following

resources. 

Illinois Attorney General's Office
www.IllinoisAttorneyGeneral.gov

Recall Hotline

1-888-414-7678

TTY: 1-800-964-3013

Provides information to consumers on all product recalls.

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
All reports of injuries or incidents related to an unsafe product should be made to the

CPSC.

www.cpsc.gov

Recall Hotline

1-800-638-2772

Offers e-mail notification of new recalls. Also provides a listing of all past and present

recalls so you can check for recalled items you may already have in your home.

Illinois Department of Public Health 
www.idph.state.il.us

Provides a list of recalled children's products.

Kids in Danger
www.kidsindanger.org 

Provides a variety of information on child safety and product recalls.

Lead Safe Illinois 
www.leadsafeillinois.org

Provides information about lead poisoning and lead poisoning prevention.  Lead Safe

Illinois can direct consumers to locations that offer blood lead level testing.

Recalls.gov
www.recalls.gov  

Provides a comprehensive list of all U.S. Government recalls, including food and drug

recalls.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
www.nhtsa.dot.gov 

Provides information regarding recalled children's car seats.




